----------- Counter-Community ----------At the dawn of the 3rd AD millennium, “Counter-Community!” is the watchword of
the Seed of the Suitable People that we are standing for. This watchword dares the
decayed West weighing its yoke on the planet since 1835.

INDEED,
We are living through the last hours of the “end of a world”. It is nothing less than
the “consummation of centuries” of Social Prehistory.
Accuracies. What happens to us adds up two giant events:
1   The “Fall of Civilization”. It is indeed the irredeemable ruin of BOURGEOIS
community, going back as far as the Greek Hesiod (625 BC) and the Chinese Confucius
(550 BC). I am referring here to the Spiritualist-Urban-Husbandarchal device.
This worldwide collapse of Civilization as such is therefore quite different from the
narrowly localized Depressions and simple crises of growth, that marked the fall of the
Roman Empire (after Augustus – 14 AD) and of the Holy Empire (after Philip IV – 1314
AD).
2   The “Fall of Tradition”. This names the other Living community – identical
with and opposite to Civilization – i.e. the Matterist-Communist-Matriarchal
KINDRED community, at the end of its tether in the West around 850 BC (see Urartu).
(Duby places Homer at around 825 BC).

THEN,
Let’s not be surprised that it is strongly fitting to fulminate the anathema against the
devilish machinery constituting the U.N.! The shout of John of Patmos is de rigueur:
“Come out of Babel, the great Whore!” (Revelation, 18:4). We must if we refuse
to be a party of its forfeits and to suffer the punishment. And let’s give it a dose of its
own medicine: as much as it has been spreading Evil and Death for 175 years, as much
must we inflict upon it the throes until its nullifying.

THUS,
How welcome is the blossoming of the “Millenarians” (or Chiliasts) of all
denominations! Christians, Muslims and Buddhists, all are awaiting the Advent
(Parousia) of the Redeemer, for the ultimate Restoration (Apocatastasis) of all things.

THEREFORE,
Let’s applaud the Adventists (1844) and Jehovah’s Witnesses (1874) who
make ineligible to compete all licensed “politicians”, as far as the Social Issue. For,
without the slightest wavering they spot the perverse hidden within the knick-knacks
of “Secularism” and “Social Benefits”. These are of Satan, they say straight out,
the Archon of today’s Cosmos, whose conviction was foretold (John, 16:11).

BETTER,
Let’s make much of the most steady intuition that brings the Millenarians to become
attached to a Reality indissolubly Matterist-Spiritualist:
Û Do they not give themselves a fully rational – albeit mortal – SOUL?
Û And do they not preach an essentially terrestrial – albeit partly celestial – EDEN
(the 144,000 Witnesses)?

--------- DOWN WITH THE BARBARIAN CASTE! --------… and with the stercoraceous henchmen (living on excrements).
Û The Millenarians certainly see themselves very differently from the way we
depict them. But they will unavoidably discover that we are their most trustworthy
friends.
Û Many other paths than that of the Millenarians lead to the Suitable Community,
without them being aware of it. Just imagine! We include within our precious deposit,
SAVITRI DEVI (prophetess of Neo-Matriarchy who fancied herself a Nazi) as much
as RUTH BLAU (who stated the Israelite Priest’s Kingdom as the world salvation’s
sponsor, facing a single and real enemy – and that is right – Zionism).
Û The “Counter-Community”, which is our method of struggle against CIB
(Commanding Integral Barbarism), is not new. Since the beginning, we have waved
the “Non Possumus” (we cannot not preach) of Peter and John – Acts, 4:19. And then
there is our “Casted!” symposium which constitutes its exertion.
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